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Ideas for **SCRAPBOOKING**

**MAKE IT COUNT**

Aspen Court(3A,3B) Tiny Nature(2T,5T) Frolic(1B,4) A la carte(Keepsake)
A la carte(Mason Jar) A la carte(Apple) Photos
TIP

Try using more than one colored or patterned paper when creating a design element from a single Designer Template, just like Shiloh did with the orange top to the Mason Jar!
Pattern Paper:
“I love how coordinating patterns layer together. I love how it sets the mood of the layout without having to add much else to the page. The right paper can help tell the story you are documenting, while showcasing the special photos that you are using on each layout you create.”

Collect Moments
Love grows best in little houses with fellow walls to separate. Where you eat and sleep so close together, you can’t help but communicate. And if we had more rooms between us, think of all we’d miss.

Love grows best in houses just like this.

Lacey Trims(3) Brackets(3) Tiny Charmed(2T,4T) A la carte(Mason Jar) Photos
TIP
Dress up the title cards by adding layers of our Card/Pocket Border Templates.
AMAZING THINGS
A la carte(Keepsake) Scallops(1A) Frolic(1B,2A)
Tiny Nature(2T) Tiny Tags(1T) À la carte(Apple) Photos

TIP
Create a one of a kind background or photo mat by layering on the Keepsake À la carte
TIP
Have a lot of things to say? Break up your journaling by cutting it into strips and then adding it to your page.
TIP
Add a trim to your pictures by using the pocket borders and tracing a design on the edge.
TIP
Give your layout depth. Rip your paper to create a curtain that reveals a title card that you have adhered beneath.

TIP
Use Tiny Nature 1T leaf to create a little bird. A perfect small accent for most any memory.

LOVE MORE WORRY LESS
Frolic(2B) Brackets(3) Tags(7) Tiny Tags(5T) Tiny Nature(1T) A la carte(Mason Jar) Photos
“What do I journal about? After you jot down the “who, what, where” details of your photo, consider what information is missing. If you were to show your photos to someone, what details would you add verbally? What were the highlights of the day or the event?”

Susan

Journaling
TIP
To add some additional texture to your card, try wrapping some string around the top of the jar.

TIP
Use the built-in stencil inside the Mason Jar template to create a cute label to layer on your jar.
FAMILY
Frolic(1B) Tiny Highlights(7T) A la carte(Apple)

CAPTURING THE MOMENTS
Frolic(3,4)
Card Making

“A card is a little bit of yourself that you can send to someone to share your love with them or just brighten their day - and they are so cute!”

Debbie
Pocket Scrapbooking

Ideas for Pocket Scrapbooking

Frolic(1A) A la carte(Keepsake) Arrows(5) Elements(2) Springtime(1)
Tiny Springtime(1T) Tiny Charmed(1T,2T,7T) Tiny Nature(2T)

HOME

Click here or scan the QR code to watch this video.
 BEFORE/ AFTER
Scallops(2A) Frolic(1A) Arrows(2) Tiny Notations(2T)
Tiny Charmed(1T) Photos, Mini Photos

 SOMETHING NEW
Frolic(1B) Autumn(6) Tiny Nature(6T)
Tiny Charmed(7T) Photos

 HARD WORK
Frolic(1B) Tiny Nature(4T) Tiny Charmed(3T, 4T)
Tiny Notations(3T) Photos, Mini Photos
Ideas for DIY CRAFTS

Created by

*Tiny Nature & Tiny Accents
How to Make a Mason Jar

3-D Jar - great for filling with goodies.
Host A Get-Together
get a free Designer Template set!

4 ways to Get-Together:
- Kiwi Party
- Kiwi Class
- Online
- Catalog

Have these sets yet?
SAVE 15%

*Offer valid until 10/15/18 at 11:59 PM C.S.T.

Frolic
Tiny Nature

CLICK HERE
or talk to your Kiwi Lane Instructor
for more details.

SHOP NOW
PLAY JOYFULLY
& INSPIRE SINCERELY

What will you create?

JOIN US ONLINE! #KIWICLUB #KIWISHARE #PLAYTOCREATE